MareyMap

Overview
MareyMap is an R package to estimate local recombination rates along the genome.
MareyMap relies on comparing the genetic and the physical maps of a given chromosome to estimate local recombination rates
(given by the slope of the curve describing the relationship between both variables), a graphical method called the Marey map
method introduced by A. Chakravarti in 1991. MareyMap accepts Marey map data as input (genetic and physical positions of
markers for a set of chromosomes of a species) and will return local recombination rate estimates.
MareyMap has many features and possible options (detailled in the present user guideline document) including:
 taking Marey map data from any species, including some Marey map data for a few species provided with the package,
 estimating local recombination rates using different interpolation methods, and
 providing in an automatic way local recombination rates for any given gene (or set of genes) in the genome.
All functionalities of MareyMap are introduced on the vignette of the package.
A web application (a Shiny app) is available to use the functionalities of the MareyMap package in an interactive way: MareyMap
Online offers a simpler version of the R package MareyMap. The MareyMap Shiny app can be found at:
http://lbbe-shiny.univ-lyon1.fr/MareyMapOnline/ 
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Download
You can download MareyMap and its user guide on CRAN,
here 
.

Contact
For any bugs, information or feedback, please contact:

URL of the page: https://lbbe.univlyon1.fr/en/mareymap

 Aurélie Siberchicot - aurelie.siberchicot followed by univ-lyon1.fr
 Gabriel Marais - gabriel.marais followed by univ-lyon1.fr
 Laurent Guéguen - laurent.gueguen followed by univ-lyon1.fr
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